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INSPIRATION

The information herein is provided in confidence, for the sole purpose of exploring business opportunities between the disclosing party (CDS) and the 
receiving party.  This information may not be disclosed to any third party or used for any other purpose without the written consent of CDS. 



Milk Chocolate Flavored
6130-16CMC 16oz

Dark Chocolate Flavored
6135-16CMC 16oz

White Vanilla Flavored
6140-16CMC 16oz

Dark Blue Vanilla Flavored
6120-12CMC 12oz

Red Vanilla Flavored
6190-12CMC 12oz

Lt. Blue Vanilla Flavored
6175-12CMC 12oz

Pink Vanilla Flavored
6160-12CMC 12oz

Dark Green Vanilla Flavored
6185-12CMC 12oz

Yellow Vanilla Flavored
6170-12CMC 12oz

Orange Vanilla Flavored
6165-12CMC 12oz

ChocoMaker CANDY WAFERS™

• Pioneered wafer category 25  

years ago.

• Proven wafer category leader  

across party, craft and grocery.

• High quality ingredients  

make for superior flavor and  

mouthfeel - no waxy taste.

• Competitively priced.

• Easy to use: Nothing to add, no  

clumping, smooth melting.

• Vibrant colors that crafting  

enthusiasts demand!

16oz Pouch
6ct Case

The information herein is provided in confidence, for the sole purpose of exploring business opportunities between the disclosing party (CDS) and the 
receiving party.  This information may not be disclosed to any third party or used for any other purpose without the written consent of CDS. 

_____________________________________________________________________________

Black Vanilla Flavored
6115-12CMC  12oz

12oz Bag
6ct PDQ



Fruity Cereal Flavored
6269-7CMC 7 oz

Dark Roast Flavored
6271-7CMC 7 oz

Dark Chocolate Raspberry Flavored
6270-7CMC 7 oz

Cookie Dough Flavored
6276-7CMC 7 oz

FLAVORED CANDY WAFERS™

7oz Pouch
6ct. Case

Your favorite candy wafers just got a lot tastier with the  
ChocoMaker Flavored Candy Wafer Collection.  When you 
need just the right flavor to create smooth, rich candies, 
we provide the tastiest options available. ChocoMaker 
brings the delicious taste of your favorite desserts to your 
pantry shelves.  These flavors will be sure to shake up your 
Dipped and molded candy  treats!

The information herein is provided in confidence, for the sole purpose of exploring business opportunities between the disclosing party (CDS) and the 
receiving party.  This information may not be disclosed to any third party or used for any other purpose without the written consent of CDS. 



SIMPLY MELT CUPS

The information herein is provided in confidence, for the sole purpose of exploring business opportunities between the disclosing party (CDS) and the 
receiving party.  This information may not be disclosed to any third party or used for any other purpose without the written consent of CDS. 

Milk Chocolate Flavored
Simply Melt Cup
6130-SM

White Vanilla Flavored 
Simply Melt Cup
6140-SM

• Microwavable container makes it easy to simply 
melt and dip your favorite fruit and snacks & 
treats!

8oz Cup
6ct. PDQ



WhiteVanilla  
Flavored

Milk Chocolate  
Flavored

6251-CM 2 lb 6252-CM 2lb

FOUNTAIN FORMULA DIPPING CANDY

The information herein is provided in confidence, for the sole purpose of exploring business opportunities between the disclosing party (CDS) and the 
receiving party.  This information may not be disclosed to any third party or used for any other purpose without the written consent of CDS. 

2Lb Pouch
3ct. Case
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